This week has been so full of achievement and cause for celebration that the front pages of
The Nutshell are given over to recognising our amazing pupils and their wonderful talents.
From super-speedy athletes, to brain-box scholars to exam smashing musicians and
performers, Hazelwood has more than its fair share of each and in a week when the soaring
temperatures may have slowed the pace of life down a bit for some, it appears that our
pupils turned up the heat an extra few degrees to give of their very best. Well done to
everyone. The final few weeks of term promise to be as exhilarating as they are exhausting!

Gold Medal Success – a report by Mr Reay
The Hurstpierpoint Athletics Championship offers Year 4 and 5 pupils an opportunity to test
their abilities against 20 schools across the South East. This year the event was held in a
30-degree heat and it was credit to all the athletes for their determination throughout. A huge
thank you must also go to the organisers. Despite parents being unable to attend due to the

latest government restrictions, the whole event was streamed live and parents were able to
listen to the live commentary from their homes and offices.
The morning session was largely taken up with qualifying events on the track. Zac and
Ayesha comfortably negotiated the hurdles whilst Freddie, Anna, Zac, Holly, Max F and Kate
put in strong performances in the sprint and 200m to reach their respective afternoon finals.
Elsewhere on the track Alice (300m) and Max N (600m) raced with determination to finish in
3rd place and provide our first podium finishers of the afternoon.
Success was also found in the field events with Ayesha finishing 3rd and Isla 2nd in the long
jump and Ollie 2nd in the high jump. Our throwers also enjoyed their afternoon with Evie and
Stanley finishing 2nd in the shot and Toby 2nd in the discus. Special mention to Stanley who
had thrown the shot on one occasion before being selected as Mr Reay’s “wildcard” entry.

Approaching the tail end of the afternoon, we could easily have been forgiven for settling
with the already gained silver and bronze finishes but thankfully, the children had other
ideas. Max F with a strong finish claimed 3rd in the 200m before the hurdles finals were run
and Zac, having qualified with the fastest time, took to the track. Logic would suggest that a
strong error free run would mean our first gold of the afternoon but unfortunately, it wasn’t
that simple. Zac had only moments earlier completed his 200m heat and was far from fresh
legged. Zac started well but caught the 5th hurdle heavily. With just three hurdles left he had
dropped to 4th place and outside of the podium places. This however did not deter him and
with a clean finish and outstanding dip for the line, Zac secured a thoroughly well-deserved
gold medal. Buoyed on by Zac’s courageous run, Holly completed a dominant 200m final to
bring home our 2nd gold medal and Zac himself followed this up with our 3rd gold in his
200m race. Both athletes ran the perfect race, timing their drive to the line with perfection.

As the day drew to a close, all four of our relay teams had successfully negotiated the heats
and reached the finals. The U11 boys finishing 3rd overall, U10 girls 2nd and we claimed our
4th and final gold with a great run by the U10 boys. Max N, Stanley and Max F had put
Freddie into a strong silver position as he took over the baton. Freddie, frustrated after his
sprint final, pushed hard and with a lunge for the line, took first place and gold for the team.
Before departing, medals and certificates were presented and Zac was awarded Best
Athlete of the Day by the organisers. Special thanks to Mr Raishbrook, Mr Fotheringham and
Miss White for their hard work, organisation and support of the pupils on the day as well as
Mrs Luff for her work behind the scenes.
I am delighted to say that we are finally in a
position to share the most up to date list of
Scholars from our Year 6 and Year 8
leavers and those who have secured
awards for deferred 13+ places (noted
below with an asterisk). All have done
brilliantly well in a difficult year during
which assessments and focus have been
interrupted and challenged. The School is
delighted with each pupil’s performance and their success is well-deserved. For those who
are leaving at the beginning of July, when times and guidelines allow, they will have to return
to Hazelwood to see their names up on the Scholars’ Boards in the Dining Hall. In the
meantime, we doff our mortar-boards to the following children:
William B
Coedy R
Isabelle N
Henry L
Eva T

Jennifer M
Oscar J
Leonid P
Arabella SL
Myla T
Jemima L
Esme W
Elisa Y
Thalia F
Theo B

Lingfield College
Radnor House
Woldingham
Ardingly
Croydon High School
Caterham School
Reigate Grammar School
Caterham School
Caterham School
Caterham School
Caterham School
Caterham School
Hurstpierpoint College
Hurstpierpoint College
Hurstpierpoint College
Blackheath High School
Radnor House

13+ Sport
11+ Drama
11+ Academic
13+ Music
13+ Academic*
13+ Academic *
13+ Academic *
13+ Academic
13+ Academic *
11+ Academic
13+ Academic*
11+ Art & Design
13+ Music
13+ All-Rounder
13+ All-Rounder
13+ Academic
13+ All-Rounder

Our musicians too have been in
assessment action this week with
the termly round of Trinity and Royal
College of Music exams. For some,
the exams were the re-staging of
those cancelled last term meaning
that pieces have had to be kept
fresh and on point for a long while
with scales and arpeggios practised
over and over again to keep fingers

agile and recall front of mind. For all candidates, the exams were held on one of the hottest
days of the year which presents all sorts of additional challenges with tuning, breathing and
fingers slipping all over the keyboard, keys and fingerboard. Needless to say, such
obstacles did not get in the way of Hazelwood’s agile-fingered musicians. With the Trinity
results already in, and a 100% pass rate secured, congratulations go to:
Flo B (Flute Grade 2 & Piano Grade 2) – both with Distinction, Frederick Br(Singing Grade
6) – Merit, Beatrice D (Singing Grade 5) – Merit, Grace G (Flute Grade 2) – Merit, Abigail I
(Piano Grade 2) – Merit, Oscar J (Drum Kit Grade 2) – Distinction, Esmee M (violin Grade 1)
– Merit, Magnus M (Drum Kit Grade 2) – Distinction, Mara N-B (Singing Grade 2) –
Distinction, Joseph N (Piano Grade 2) – Merit, Alice P (Violin Grade 1) – Merit, Ruben S
(Cello Grade 3) – Merit and Isabel S (Cello Grade 3) – Pass.

And finally, not to be outdone by our athletes, scholars and musicians, those children for
whom LAMDA is their motivation, entered the examination arena just as results were
published from the spring term assessments. Whilst this week’s candidates nervously await
the deliberations of their assessor, we can raise a theatrical hand in applause and
commendation to the children whose powers of acting, improvisation and devising saw a
very healthy set of results with merits and distinctions all round.
Ethan F-B Acting Grade 5 (Solo) Merit, Jennifer M Acting Grade 5 (Duo) Distinction , Thalia
F Acting Grade 5 (Duo) Merit, Mara N-B Acting Entry level (Duo) Distinction,
India B Acting Entry level (Duo) Distinction, Lewis H Acting Entry level (Duo) Distinction,
Harry D Acting Entry level (Duo) Distinction, Coedy R Acting Grade 3 (Duo) Merit,
Gabriella P Acting Grade 3 (Duo) Distinction, Kitty L Acting Grade 2 (Duo) Distinction,
Lucy K Acting Grade 2 (Duo) Distinction, Elsie L Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction,
Henry B-H Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Merit, Erin P Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction,
Molly G Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction, Evie R Acting Grade 1 (Solo) Distinction,
Ollie N Acting Entry level (Duo)Distinction, Joe V Acting Entry level (Duo) Distinction,
Ellen T Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction, Ele P Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Merit,
Charlotte D Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction, Toby H Acting Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction,
Holly H Acting Grade 3 (Solo) Merit, Ayesha C Devising Drama Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction,
and Elise T Devising Drama Grade 1 (Duo) Distinction
In the UKMT Junior Maths Challenge, three Hazelwood pupils
excelled in the preliminary rounds and as a result were invited
to progress through to the Junior Olympiad and Kangaroo
follow-up rounds. For one, Jennifer M, this even involved
sitting in a field in Dorset during the Year 8 Residential to go
head-to-head against the other 2,000 Junior Olympiad
competitors! Magnus M and Leonid P represented the school
in the Junior Kangaroo contest. We await news of their
success with baited breath.

Well done to the three of them and to the other Hazelwood pupils who achieved the levels of
excellence required to receive their Gold, Silver or Bronze certificates.

Life at the top of a UK Mathematical competition
can be lonely!

Looking
relaxed
and
confident, successfully hiding
that determination and focus!

A full report on the UKMT
Junior Maths Challenge
appears later in the Nutshell
courtesy of Mrs Phillimore.
Well done to all our masters
of mathematics!

On Wednesday, the children
of Years 1 and 2 welcomed
YouTube sensation Ali Start to
the Chestnut Hall. They took
part in an amazingly uplifting
music and signing workshop,
working together to compose
an
original
song
about
sunshine. The sessions were
another great example of how
the staff are creating unique
opportunities
for
learning
whilst
respecting
current
guidelines. Well done all! I
am looking forward to seeing
the
video
of
your
performance.
Please note that due to staff holiday, the next issue of the Nutshell, the final one of the
term and academic year, will be on Thursday 1st July. We hope you have enjoyed the
many issues shared with you over the year.

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell.
News from The Nursery & Early Years
What perfect weather for a sprinkler party! The children from all of the rooms and classes on
site enjoyed a sprinkler party on Tuesday. It was lovely to see them all enjoying themselves.
The unicorn sprinkler was definitely a hit with the children. Songs and the sounds of musical
instruments have also echoed around the site this week as Mrs Fryer and the room staff
have worked with the children to record the performances. We are hoping the sun shines for
Robins next week and the final versions can be sent in the last week of term for you to enjoy!
Please read on to see a full round up of events from the rooms.
Fledglings 1 had a fabulous fun start to the week when we were invited on to the grass to
have a session under the sprinklers, it was a welcome relief from the heat and the children
were fascinated by the huge inflatable unicorn, which sprayed water! They also enjoyed lots
of bubbles and a run on the grass. We have been looking at growth and visited the nature
garden, observing the reeds in the water that have shot up. The children were keen to spot
the developing tadpoles and other wildlife. On our outside terrace, the children were chalked
round and we measured them against the wall. The children made cards for Father's day
and we have had messy rice krispie play on the terrace. Great fun was also had in the
nature area where the children took in all of the sights and sounds and ‘meditated in the wild’
as part of the 30 Days Wild activities.

Fledglings 2 have had a DINO-mite week as we continued the theme of Dinosaurs. We have
been stomping around as the children have really been getting into the character of
dinosaurs as they explored the role-play area. At the beginning of the week we had the joy of
water sprinklers on a hot day, the children loved this experience and enjoyed running
through the water. The children used different coloured dinosaur eggs to create their own
patterns and they had fun jumping on numbered dinosaur footprints. We have been very
creative this week as the children created their own dinosaurs and used dinosaur stamps in
paint to create pictures. As a special day is upcoming this weekend, the children were given
the opportunity to create a card for someone they love.....

This week in Lower Robins we have been enjoying the lovely sunny weather. We have
spent most of the time outside playing with the sand and water and seeing which objects
float and sink. Sticking with our pirate theme, the children completed an obstacle course
which left them having to 'Walking the plank', and have made some stained glass windows
of ships. The children have also making cards for their Dads this weekend.

Our focus on Pirates was extended into a second week due to the children’s interest and
enthusiasm in this topic. This week we concentrated on the linked concept of sinking and
floating, with many children being able to make accurate predictions on which objects they
thought would sink to the bottom of the water, and which ones would float at the top. They
then checked their theories by placing each object into the water. We reinforced our
numeracy skills by counting and sorting coins into groups and then comparing their
quantities. Our outdoor imaginative pirate role-play was further enhanced by pirate masks
and homemade pirate hats and the children showed great precision as they squirted the
advancing pirates with water too!

Water again dominated Tuesday’s ‘Sprinkler Day’, with most children delighting in a
refreshing outdoor shower. Throughout the week each child also created a lovely card for
their daddy to celebrate Father’s Day on Sunday, with some even writing their names inside,
virtually unaided.

3, 2, 1 action! This week there has been so much excitement with the summer concert
performance. The children did an amazing job, singing their hearts out and joining in with the
actions. We cannot wait to see the full recording. Well done to the children and Mrs Fryer!
We have also been exploring the topic of Egypt where we have been able to build their very
own pyramids using sugar cubes, decorating our own pharaoh and even had a go at writing
in hieroglyphics. All of the children have enjoyed making their Father’s Day cards and were
able to show off their writing skills to write their names.

Oak were inspired by the beautiful sunshine at the beginning of the week. We have spent
lots of time outside and thinking about the summer. The children have started writing
summer stories, using a summer memory or object as a starting point. They will build up
their stories and add some illustrations over the next week so check back next Friday to see
their finished story books! We also painted some summer pictures using water. The children
experimented with the different surfaces in the playground to see which ones showed their
water pictures the best. It was so hot that some of the pictures had dried up before they were
finished! As part of our 30 days wild activities, the children worked with an adult to make
daisy chains and have completed some cloud drawings. The children saw a dragon, a
sneaky crocodile and a hammer head shark in the clouds! The highlight of everyone's week
though was playing in the sprinklers that had been set up on the grass. We all had great fun
running through the water spouting from the unicorn's horn and had a lovely cup of squash
afterwards to help us cool down even more.

News from Hazelwood
Hazelwood
School
Shop
Summer Opening plans
As we near the end of the school
year, we are sure that several of
your children have grown and are
ready to size up in their uniforms!
As usual, we have planned some
shopping days over the holidays,
along with a uniform ‘drop off’ day for those items that you no longer need and would like to
sell or donate.
We are pleased to say that we will be able to have parents come and shop in person, in the
Hazelwood Dining Hall (main site). You will be able to browse our stock and hopefully find
just what you need. Dates are below. Please note that 7th July is DROP OFF ONLY - no
shopping will be possible that day (we need time to organise everything so that when you
come and shop it’s an easy experience).
7th July - uniform drop off outside Sports Hall, 9am-11am.
Good quality items of Schoolblazer uniform items only please
No blue shirts, grey trousers or grey shorts as we have a huge stock of these (if you need
them, do try and buy from the shop before going to the high street!)
Trainers and Sports shoes in excellent condition with plenty of grip left on the soles (running
them through the washing machine works wonders)
No school shoes please, unless they are ‘as new’.
Due to lack of space and lots of stock, we will only be reselling items that are in good
condition with no rips or tears. Anything donated that cannot be sold will be recycled.
In order to receive 70% of the sale price back to your school account, please ensure each
item is correctly labelled, individually. (Labels at the end of the Nutshell) Due to the huge
intake of stock at the end of the year, bags sent in with loose pages of labels do tend to get
separated and so then go in as HPA donations.
If you don’t want anything back for the items and would like to donate to the HPA, thank you!
Please write on the bag for us and it makes it really clear (with your name so we know who
to thank!)
Uniform Shopping days - all 10am - Midday
Friday 30th July
Wednesday 11th August
Monday 23rd August
We will be booking half-hourly slots for you to arrive and browse on these days. A booking
form will appear in the last issue of the Nutshell this year. Make a note in your diaries and
look out for the link! Shopping will be by appointment only so we can be sure to keep
everyone safe.

Finally, the School Shop is always keen to have additional volunteers. If you are able to help
out on any of the days above, or would like to be more involved from September, do drop us
a line at hazelwoodschoolshop@gmail.com.
Thank you for all your support,

Hazelwood School Shop

Sing a song of sunshine
Chestnut welcomed the legend that is Al Start this week for a sunshine, song-writing
workshop! We have been singing and signing her songs throughout the year, so it felt like
we had a celebrity in our midst. Al kicked off the day by telling the children that by the end of
the day, they will have written their very own song; a song that currently doesn't exist
anywhere in the universe, no one has ever sung this song before, and they will be the ones
to create it. The children had to decide the mood, theme and style of the song before
working together to write the lyrics and plan, and film, their very own music video. I'm not
sure who is more excited to see the video, the children or me! It felt like the most wonderful
way to end the year and celebrate how amazing the children have been. What a legacy to
leave Chestnut with, I know this is a song we will be singing in years to come. Well done
Chestnut!

Mrs Varcoe was on hand to help Year
1 recently as they told the story of
Cinderella ahead of their challenge to
re-write the childhood favourite.
Dressed in her medical scrubs, Mrs
Varcoe imagined her transformation
into a marvelous gown so she could
head off to the Ball. On the strike of
twelve she found herself back in her
familiar blue overalls ready to
administer to the next headache and
tummy rumble.

Exam Halls May Vary
In April, almost 100 pupils from Years 5-8 joined some 250,000 pupils worldwide in taking
the UKMT Junior Maths Challenge, a challenge aimed to encourage ‘mathematical
reasoning, precision of thought, and fluency in using basic mathematical techniques to solve
interesting problems’.
The UKMT invite 2,000 of the very highest performers to take part in the Junior
Olympiad and over 10,000 to take part in the Junior Kangaroo follow on rounds.
We are delighted to announce that 3 Hazelwood pupils received such invitations;
Jenny M (Y8) Junior Olympiad
Magnus M (Y7) Junior Kangaroo
Leonid P (Y6) Junior Kangaroo
The peaceful idyll of rural Dorset in the very early morning and the tranquil setting of the
TOSH, with a gentle breeze curling through the French doors, provided contrasting exam
hall settings for our superstar mathematicians.
Jenny continues the seemingly now annual tradition of incorporating the challenge into the
Year 8 Residential week, as well as following a fine family tradition, being the third member
of the Mylet family to take the challenge in Dorset.
UKMT Junior Maths Challenge 2021
Award Winners
With certificates awarded to the highest performers,
our warmest congratulations are also offered to the
successful certificate winners, representing Years 5-8:
Gold Certificate
Matthew I (Y8)
Silver Certificate
Oliver H, Henry L, Michael K, Isla M and Ethan FB (Y8),
Fergus F, Casper S (Y7)
Charles M (Y6)
Bronze Certificate
Danny HM, Emmy B, Kiran C, Amélie H, Matthew F, Jemima L, Finn L and Jacob de W (Y8)
Alicia G, Thomas R, Jack E, Sam L, Joshua M (Y7)
Harry H, Isabel S, William C (Y6)
George N (Y5)
Well done to all certificate winners and all those who took part. Your certificates, issued by
the UKMT will be with you shortly.

Well done to everyone who
took part in the Golden Boot
Challenge.
Mr Moses is
collating and verifying all the
points amassed by each
class before making the
winning announcement in the
end of term Assembly. The
weather helped with many
enjoying their rides and walks
to school in the sunshine

My daughter loved last week’s no car initiative and cycled to school three times and
walked the two miles on Friday. She loved it (and so did I) In fact, she is determined to
keep it up, cycling to school again today!

It was a momentous week in the Music Department as face-to-face music exams
returned. We welcomed an examiner to the Chapel ready for a day of exams as
excited, young musicians prepared to take the next steps towards mastering their
instruments. The results were fantastic and we could not be prouder of the students
who took an exam. The children have worked so hard to maintain their practice and
playing over the last year and it is wonderful to see so many of them rewarded with
excellent results. Special mention and thanks must go to Mr Hewitt, accompanist
extraordinaire, for his calmness and ability to get the best out of all he accompanies.
Thanks too to all the music teachers who prepared their pupils so well.

4M took their English
lesson to the Outside Box
yesterday. They used the
space to plan a story they
are writing in class, based
on
the
book
"The
Journey"
by
Aaron
Becker.
Mr Moses liked the way
some of the children
made outdoor desks with
see-saws and crates
whilst maintaining their
levels of concentration!

Congratulations to Flo who
danced her way to a very pleasing
pass in her Grade Ballet exams.
Having impressed through the
technical exercises for which top
levels of concentration are required,
Flo was able to relax a little in her
character dances. Dancing solo,
she impressed the adjudicator with
her poise and sense of musical
interpretation.
Gold Award congratulations go this week to Imogen G and Lewis H both from Year 4
who race past the magic 300-house point milestone just in time for the end of year
celebratory trip out with Mrs Louw. Well done to both pupils who managed to keep up
the hard work and focus whilst juggling the demanding rehearsal and performance
schedule of the Year 4 Play.

Year 7 Photographers follow in Rankin’s footsteps

Inspired by the Rankin TV Photography
Masterclass competition, Mrs Tulett sent
her Y7 Art Class to explore and capture a
sense of movement with their iPads. The
children were allowed to use the device’s
special effects to enhance their final
image. The end results are stunning and
certainly answer the brief. Rankin would
be impressed!

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
LETTERS
Year 8 - Common Entrance Results Information
Year 2 -Year 2-3 Transition Information Session - rsvp by 9am Monday, 21 June
Years 1-8 - Surrey CC Letter to Parents and Carers June 2021
REMINDERS/NOTICES
Oak-Year 8 - Parent Update Letter - feedback link open to 9am Monday, 21 June
Year 8 - End of Term Events Letter - rsvp by Friday, 18 June
Year 8 - Year 8 Performers Summer Concert Letter - rsvp by Friday, 18 June
Years 3-7 Leavers’ Letter - rsvp by Friday, 18 June
Year 5 - Year 5-6 Transition Information Session - rsvp by Friday, 18 June
Year 4 - Year 4-5 Transition Information Session - rsvp by Friday, 18 June
Year 1 - Year 2 September Stringbabies Programme - replies to
tappinc@hazelwoodschool.com by Friday, 25 June
WALKING ON SUNSHINE - dates to bring in Hoodies
Years 3 & 4 - bring in hoodies each Monday and leave at school for the week
Year 5 - Wednesday 23rd June
Year 7 - Tuesday 22nd June
Music and LAMDA Weekly Timetables are uploaded to PIP every Friday.
The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.
Updated Term Dates to July 2022 are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section &
under Admissions.
Late Room Contact Information for out of hours (the School Office closes at 5pm)
Years 1 & 2 - 07747705843 (Chestnut Building 01883 733848)
Years 3-5 - 07827 687874
Years 6-8 - 07444 723032
Bus Services - Cherry/Sylvia - 07901 377692 or Gary - 07760 862728
WATER BOTTLES & SUN CREAM
Pupils should bring to school each day their own named and filled water bottle - it is
particularly important that they do not forget these during the warmer weather. In hopeful
anticipation that the current lovely weather will be staying with us, a reminder that sun cream
should be applied before the children come to school and that they should have with them a
white/very plain sun cap.
RETURN TO SCHOOL PROTOCOL MARCH 2021
Please refer to this document, published on 2 March 2021 and available on PIP, for any
current information regarding your child’s return to school from 8 March 2021. The current
updated Risk Assessment document is also available to view on the School website. The
Head’s pre-return to summer term email of 15/4 also refers.
WALKING HOME YEARS 6-8
A reminder that we require written permission from parents if they wish their child to walk

home from school and, therefore, would ask that you email Miss Roberts in the School Office
on schoolsec@hazelwoodschool.com if your child needs to be added to the register or if
there are changes to current details held. Please give details of the days your child will be
walking home, whether they will have a mobile and if this will continue once the days are
shorter. Please note that if your child does have a mobile phone this must be locked and
handed to their Form Tutor on arrival in school, to be kept safely until the end of the school
day. At the end of the day the appropriate member of staff must be informed that the pupil is
leaving the school site and the phone collected.
GAMES/PE LESSONS REMINDER
Please remember water bottles and during the warmer weather white/very plain sun cap
(and application of sun cream before arriving at school).
YEARS 1 & 2 - pupils should come into school in Games kit on their respect Games day Year 1 Tuesday / Year 2 Thursday.
YEARS 3 & 4 - Tuesday and Thursday - arrive at school in full kit.
YEARS 5 & 6 - Monday and Wednesday - arrive at school in full kit. Friday - trainers only,
change in classroom before the lesson.
YEARS 7 & 8 - Monday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson.
Wednesday and Friday - arrive at school in full kit.
YEARS 3-8 GAMES KIT
For the longer Games lessons all pupils will need Hazelwood White PE tops, white shorts
(boys), blue skorts (girls) and white sport socks to go with their full tracksuit. Suitable sport
trainers, not leisure trainers must be worn. A reminder that watches and swatches should be
removed for PE and Games lessons and those pupils with stud earrings will also be asked to
remove these for their lessons.
For Years 3 & 4 boys, cricket whites will be optional and for Years 5-8 boys encouraged.
On single Games and PE lesson days when pupils arrive at school in full uniform, they
should be wearing their school shoes and bring trainers in a bag.
YEARS 3-8 GIRLS
On PE and single Games lesson days, please come to school wearing school skort under
uniform.
SWIMMING - Oak-Year 5 pupils have returned to usual timetabled lessons.
OFF GAMES/PE
Pupils in Years 3-8 who are off Games/PE are expected to remain on site and will
accompany their group to watch lessons. The general expectation is that in most
circumstances, pupils who are well enough to be at school are also well enough to
participate in the full day. Mrs Varcoe, our School Nurse, is on site should a child need to be
assessed and go home.
DAILY ABSENCES
Any daily absences for Y1-8 should continue to be reported to
absenceandoffgames@hazelwoodschool.com
ABSENCE REQUESTS
All absence requests for medical and other appointments (for those that cannot be made out
of school hours) and senior school visits, should be made using
https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6
TERM TIME ABSENCE
We endeavour to publish all the school holiday dates well in advance, so that parents may
plan family trips and other events during the long holiday periods and over weekend time.
We encourage parents not to take their children out of school during term-time unless it is
absolutely essential so as not to interrupt their learning. Unless there are extenuating
circumstances, term-time absences will be registered as unauthorised absence. Please be

aware that this information may be given to senior schools as part of the transition process if
they request it. If your child is absent during term-time for holiday reasons, please note that
staff will not be able to provide catch up work. Any requests for term-time holiday should be
made using the link above. Thank you for your co-operation.
SCHOOL CAR PARK
Can we please remind parents to be considerate and courteous towards other parents and
drivers in the school car park. Safety is paramount, not just for the children, but for all users
of the car park and we thank you in advance for your patience, especially during busy
periods when the weather may not be at its best. A reminder that the maximum speed limit
in the car park is 5mph - please also be mindful of this when exiting the car park onto the
road; there are a number of parents and pupils who need to cross the road by the exit to
walk through the woods. We would also kindly request that parents do not arrive early for
their stipulated pick up time(s), so as not to cause traffic queues both in the car park and
onto the road.
MUSIC LESSONS
Please note that the Peripatetic staff are not responsible for collecting pupils in Years 5-8 for
their music lessons. The first step to becoming a great musician is having discipline and
making sure you are on time for your lesson. In line with the Music Tuition Terms and
Conditions, missed lessons are still chargeable. Please kindly ensure that you and your
child check the weekly music timetable (on PIP) and are aware of when a lesson has been
scheduled. It would also help if you could support your child by checking that they have set
an alarm for their music lesson on their school iPad if they have one or, by using a small
wrist watch alarm. If there are any issues with the scheduling of your child's lesson, please
contact Mr Charlie Tappin, Head of Music at tappinc@hazelwoodschool.com at least 24
hours before the lesson is due, so that we can try to find a solution.

Year 9 (13+) Entry
Year 9 day and boarding lists for entry in September 2023 close on 1 October
2021. Parents who are interested in Sevenoaks are encouraged to register as soon as
possible. Applications received after the closing dates will be put on a waiting list.
Details of the scholarships and bursaries offered at Sevenoaks can be found on our website.
We are now open for visits again! Parents can book for visits and open mornings here:
https://www.sevenoaksschool.org/visits/visits/

